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Berkeley bookstores
suspect retaliation
Bombings may be connected to ’Satanic Verses’
By Andrew H. Charming
Daily staff writer
F.arly Monday morning, Molotov
cocktails blasted two bookstores
within five blocks of the University
of California at Berkeley. The fire bombings, which officials suspect
could be retaliation against the stores
for selling the novel "Satanic Verses," has caused some concern
among SJSU faculty and staff.
"Satanic Verses," by British author Sa!man Rushdie, ties the religion Islam with Satan. and has offended some members of the Islamic
faith.
As a result, threats of terrorism
against stores that sell the book have
become widespread. Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini. who declared the
tome blasphemous, has also proclaimed a death sentence for Rushdie.
Some staff members at SJSU are
worried about the effects of people
giving into terrorism.
"There is a much greater threat to
being Americans by banning the
book than posed by the terrorist actions of people who do not like it,"
said Ruth Hither. SJSU library director.
"We fully intend to have that

book available to students." Hafter
said.
SJSU’s Spartan Bookstore currently does not sell the book but an
order for the novel has been placed,
according to a Spartan Bookstore
employee who would not give her
name.

Lt. Michel De -Latour of the Berkeley police.
"I can’t imagine any other reason
why people would be lobbing bombs
through bookstores." Coxly’s Books
manager Andy Ross told an Associated Press reporter. He said he
planned to leave a charred end case
in place for a while as a reminder of
the incident.
A non -ignited pipe bomb found at
one of the bookstores was defused
by the UC Berkeley University Police Department.
Moderate damage was reported at
Cody’s, including broken glass, a
few scorched bookshelves and some
damaged books. Minor damage resulted at Waldenbooks where a plate
glass window was broken and the
carpet was burned where the fireRuth Hatter,
bomb landed.
SJSU library director
"It was a really weird incident,"
said Tom Debley, assistant manager
of UC Berkeley’s office of public inThe two Berkeley bookstores formation.
were damaged when bottles filled
Both stores closed for the day.
with a flammable liquid were tossed
Despite terrorist actions and anger
through windows before dawn Mon- caused by "Satanic Verses," sales
day.
of the book have skyrocketed.
"We don’t know whether the
"There isn’t a bookstore in Amerbombers were Moslems angered by ica that isn’t out of the book,"
the sales of the book or not, said
See BOMBS, back page

’There isn’t a
bookstore in
America that isn’t
out of the book.’

SUBOD decision

Smoking out, condoms in
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
Smokers may find that they won’t be able to puff in
the Student Union for much longer, but everyone can
soon buy as many condoms as they want.
A smoking ban and condom vending machines in the
Student Union were the main topics of discussion at
Monday’s Student Union Board of Director’s meeting.
The smoking issue was raised by SJSU student Jeffrey Henson, who asked the board to consider banning
smoking in all areas under SUBOlis jurisdiction. That
includes the entire Student Union building and the uncompleted Rec Center.
While not voting on Henson’s proposal, the board
did agree to review its current smoking policy and discuss the issue in two weeks.
Smoking is currently prohibited in designated areas
of the Student Union, including the billiards room and in
certain parts of the food service area.
Two weeks ago. the board passed a resolution stipulating that smoking be banned in the Rel: Center, excluding areas that will not infringe on nonsmokers.
The board also approved the leasing or purchasing of
condom vending machines for the Student Union. The
proposal was brought to the board by interim Dean of
Student Services Gerald Brody.
The higher risk that college students have of contracting sexually transmitted diseases was the impetus

behind the proposal, according to Brody.
The SJSU Health Center currently sells condoms. but
Brody said that condom vending machines would eliminate some of the embarrassment involved in purchasing
them.
Providing machines would also increase the hours
that students could buy condoms, Brody added.
By installing the machines, the board would also be
showing its leadership, said A.S. President Terry McCarthy.
"The machines would provide a great service to students." McCarthy said. "The board needs to take a leadership role by preventing disasters before they happen . . . We have to face the hard realities that there are
a lot of (sexually transmitted) diseases out there."
The potential of damage to the machines was raised
by Student Union Associate Director Patrick Wiley.
Wiley told the board that all vending machines invite
damage and theft, and condom machines would compound the problem.
"The evidence is that these machines are associated
with property damage, whether for the money or products inside, or out of moral indignation," Wiley said.
The board eventually passed Brody’s resolution
unanimously.
Final details, including the number of machines.
where they will be placed, the cost of purchasing or rentSee CONDOMS, back page

Drought to affect athletic fields
usage, and some members of the athBy Andrew H. Charming
letic department will feel the crunch
Daily staff writer
Some SJSU athletes will play on the most, according to Verne McGlothen. the SJSU landscape mandirt instead of grass next month.
In the wake of the 45 -percent ager.
"There are going to be athletic
water cutbacks proposed by the San
Jose Water Company, part of the areas that get watered and some that
university’s 80-acre landscape is don’t." McGlothen said.
Athletic department officials and
going to turn brown.
The cutbacks will take effect April McGlothen will convene to talk
about the issue in greater depth, he
I.
SJSU has to cut back its water said.

"I’m going to meet with members
of the athletic department to discuss
which areas won’t be watered.- he
said.
officials
department
Athletic
could not be reached for comment.
Within two weeks the San Jose
Water Company. will mail out reminders to customers asking they cut
back on water usage by a proposed
45 percent of 1987 levels.
See FIELDS, hack page

Candidates focus on party pros, cons
Independents cite
disadvantages,
group unity
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
Two weeks ago, M. Kevin Couch
was ready and eager to throw his hat
into the political ring as a Responsible Alliance (REAL) party candidate
in the Associated Students election
campaign.
But when REAL announced its
slate selections, Couch didn’t receive a nomination for the office he
desired, and found himself runnim,
for director of sponsored progra..is
as an independent.
Last Thursday, Couch pulled out
of the race because he simply didn’t
have the money necessary to run a
successful independent campaign.
Couch’s dilemma underscores one
of several drawbacks independent
candidates face in running against
fineduned
well -organized,
the
REAL party, which has dominated
SJSU politics for three years.
especially
candidates
REAL
those running for the 13 directorship
will probably spend
positions
less to win their seats than will se -

rious independent candidates.
REAL. director nominees pay
$100 and executive nominees pay
about $300. The money goes to purchasing poster, flyers and other campaign materials, said Dana Jones,
the REAL director of student services nominee.
"Economically. I’d like to run
with REAL," said Jeff Realini, a

is name recognition among voters.
There are over 15 REAL candidates passing out flyers with their
names on them. Independent candidates, because they apparently don’t
plan to run as a bloc, will distribute
flyers only for their specific race.
Yet, some of things that make
REAL so effective in getting elected
may also serve to hurt party candidates in this election

’There’s a basic
trend against the
REAL party.’

The races this year are seen by
some as the strongest challenge ever
to REAL’s lock on the A.S.
"There’s a basic trend against the
REAL party," Santandrca said, who
chose to run for A.S. president as an
independent after being denied the
top spot on the REAL slate.

Scott Sentandrea,
Director of Sponsored
Programs
former party member who is now
running as an independent for director of personnel.
Realini estimated he could shell
out $150 or more toward his campaign and said that independent candidates in heated races could pay upwards of $250. Scott Santandrea, the
independent presidential candidate,
believes he will spend about $350 on
the campaign.
Another drawback some independents say they face in the campaign

Independents can establish their
own viewpoints on issues, more
freely criticize A.S. decisions and
"not go as the party goes," Santandrea said.
Kevin Hejnal, the former wrestling coach and an independent candidate for director of student services, has been critical of the way the
A.S. handled the athletic funding
freeze issue. He said he will make.
this dissatisfaction a theme of his
campaign.
And while money may be a disadSee INDEPENDENTS, back page

REAL members
detail strengths,
weaknesses

party has a clear advantage because
party candidates, if found ineligible
by the election board, can be replaced on the party’s ticket, while
independent candidates cannot.
It is not yet known whether the
party will need to take advantage of
the substitution allowance, although
two REAL candidates are rumored
to he dropping out of the race.

By Mary B. Callahan
Daily staff writer
After three years as the dominant
force in campus politics. the Responsible Alliance is facing a full
slate of independent candidates determined to oust the party from it,
stronghold in the Associated Students.
This year’s independents appear
more unified and cooperative in their
Jennifer Jo Kessler,
campaign efforts than ever before,
Director of Students Rights
and many REAL party members
and Responsibilities
have labeled them the "non-party
party."
In any case, the ability to replace
The strength of the informal alliance between independents, which slated candidates may be the only remost REAL. members attribute to the maining, verifiable advantage the
recruitment efforts of independent party possesses.
The line between independent and
A.S. Controller Mark Murillo.
campaigning
has
been
brings into question the advantages party
obscured.
of party organization.
"What he (Murillo) is up to is poMurillo and Scott Santandrea, director of sponsored programs and the litically smart.- said Leigh Kirmsse.
only independent candidate for A.S. director of California state affairs
president, deny the independents and majority leader for REAL.
Murillo is heading the indepenhave formed any type of party.
Moreover, they believe the REAL dents on the basis that they are corn -

’It’s a hard fact, but
it takes money to
get into office.’

batting government domination by a
political party, "when in essence,
they are a political party.- she said.
The independent "ticket- has two
advantages, she said. It can pretend
to be outside of party politics, and it
can get a bigger bankroll to fund the
campaign.
A.S. election rules cap spending
at $3,((X) for all campaigns. This
means that independent candidates
can spend up to $3.(10) each, while
party candidates are limited to combined expenditures of $3.(X10.
Despite concerns over what
REAL members perceive as inequitable spending regulations, the expenditures rule does not present a
clear advantage to the independents.
The REAL party, as always, will
have trouble raising campaign funds,
Kirmsse said.
"It’s a hard fact of life, but it
takes money to get into office,- said
Jennifer Jo Kessler. director of students rights and responsibilities and
REAL’s presidential nominee.
The party is looking for contributions from external sources. Most of
the campaign costs are paid by the
candidates themselves on an ability.
to-pay basis.
But Kessler is not concerned with
See REAL, back page
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Take off blinders
I write this column, a man is
Aswalking by my bedroom window in

downtown San Jose shouting, "I am
king. She loves me, and you know I am
king."
This isn’t the first time I’ve unwillingly
eavesdropped on society’s less desirables.
One particularly nippy night, I was thrust
into the realm of a less fortunate world as
two transients engaged in what they
probably thought was an intimate
conversation.
Bum One (In a drunken, barely
comprehensible slur): I’m cold, I want
something to drink.
Bum Two (Firmly and with reassurance):
Don’t worry man, I’ll take care of you.
Trust me. I’m going to find us a blanket.
I’m going to go up to one of these houses
with a light on and I’m going to ask them
for a blanket. Yep, that’s what I’m going to
do.
.
Bum One: I want something to drink.
Bum Two: Here man, take a sip of this. It
ain’t beer, it’s liquor, see? Colt 45 malt
liquor. And don’t worry, I’m going to take
care of you. I don’t go back on my word.
Bum One: I’m s000 cold.
Bum Two: I’m gonna find us a blanket
man, I promise. I don’t go back on my
word.
a bit touched by Bum Two’s
Iwas
compassion. Their voices grew
muffled and faraway as I drifted
into LaLa Land, and I pictured myself
scrounging up an old blanket and bringing
it out to them. But I quickly poofed out
the image. For one, I didn’t own an old
blanket.
So what’s the point of this column? Am
I just another liberal journalist writing
another liberal column about the plight of
the homeless, trying to persuade readers to
a more liberal ideology?
Well, let’s take it from a different angle,
one in v.hich many people can surely
understand.
Look at how it affects you.
If you share the philosophy of many
who think their "hard-earned tax dollars
(are) being squandered on shiftless
freeloaders," then perhaps you’ll find it
easier to face up to this societal problem if
you view it from a more selfish outlook.
But maybe you’re hoping that once you
leave the groomed lawns of SJSU with its
smiling, bookbag-swinging students for
the groomed lawns of the suburbs with it’s
smiling, briefcase-swinging residents,
you’ll never have to worry about it again.
But you’ll continue to struggle in pain and
anger everytime someone tries to rip off
the blinders.
But as a journalist, I won’t be able to
forget. If anything, being a journalist
means being "sympathetic" and "liberal,"
because I’m forced to take off the blinders
and see the whole picture.
And maybe more of the "beautiful
people" who so resent government
welfare can put their educated, well adjusted brains to some use, like one
Colorado business person did. lie
contracted work out to a homeless shelter
that housed people who wanted to work.
The workers must be rehabilitated from
any alcohol or drug problems.
The work has been described as "A
plus," and no government dollars are
spent to pay them.
No matter what my quality of life is
five or ten years from now, I don’t want to
become so absorbed in my yuppie ways
that I forget what I saw on the streets of
downtown San Jose.
So keep complaining, my cheated
friends, because many of us will continue
to see the homeless and deranged as
everyone’s problem.
After all, someone’s gotta do it.
Mary Hayes is the Lifestyle Editor.

Suicide doesn’t solve problems
The phone was ringing, but I
couldn’t tell if it was real or in my
dream. I picked up the extension
next to my bed and heard a semi hysterical woman say that someone
was dead.
"Who could it be?" I thought to
myself. My grandmother had
recently passed away and I knew
that I wasn’t ready to deal with
another death. I hung up the phone
and went into my mom’s bedroom
waiting to hear the news secondhand. The hysterical woman on the
phone was the mother of my sister’s
best friend. She said her daughter’s
boyfriend had shot himself in the
head with his gun. He was dead.
I couldn’t believe that he was
dead. Of all the people I knew he
was the least likely candidate for
suicide. From the outside Rob
looked like he had everything going
for him. He was attending UC
Santa Cruz and doing pretty well.
He seemed to be adjusting to
college and living away from home.
His parents could give him all the
material things he wanted, but that
wasn’t enough. He knew what he
wanted out of life. He was going to
be a lawyer and help people.

-

Elizabeth James
I started to remember things
about him as the night wore on. I
remember when he and one of his
friends, Doug, would come over to
my house to pick up my sister and
Linda for one of their many double
dates. He was always very polite
and would talk to my mom, which
almost always embarrassed my
sister. He didn’t even seem to mind
my mom’s lame attempts at humor
and would always laugh.
Rob was the kind of guy who
you knew would be great looking
once he matured a little. He always
seemed so meek and quiet, a very
dependable guy who was always in
control of his emotions.
He was only 18-1 can’t imagine

what set him off. He told his best
friend that he couldn’t handle it
anymore. He couldn’t see anything
in his life that was worth living for.
His problems couldn’t have been so
great that he would have to go to
such an extreme. He did cry out for
help, but the person he cried out to
didn’t know what to do. He didn’t
tell anyone because Rob made some
sort of threat to hurt more people .
He probably didn’t take him
seriously either; lots of people
threaten to kill themselves and
never do. How can you pick the
ones who are serious?
Rob didn’t leave any notes.
Instead he left messages for people
with his best friend who is being
very secretive with them. Now
everyone is trying to guess why
Rob would commit suicide. That
has to be the worse punishment that
Rob could have left behind.
I hope that wherever Rob is that
he’s happy and at peace with
himself. His death has taught the
SUINIVON a valuable lesson, though.
No problem is so great that it can’t
be worked out.
Elizabeth James is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Letters to the Editor

Editor,
I’m a little perplexed by Mark
Clifton’s Campus Voice article last
week in which he feels slighted
because he wasn’t given President’s
Day off so he could have the same
three-day weekend all his fellow
Americans enjoyed. He cited both
Washington and Lincoln as the
reason that students should have
been allowed the day off to
celebrate.
If one were to accept his
argument, shouldn’t we actually
have closed for both their birthdays,
Feb. 12 and Feb. 22, not just a day
picked
by
Congress
to
commemorate
both
former
Presidents that is intended to
provide nothing more than a threeday weekend for the American
public. We no longer pay honor to
former Presidents or for that matter
to meaningful dates (e.g. Memorial
Day. July 4th) because of their
significance in American history
hut, instead, we honor three-day
weekends.
Look at it this way, Mr. Clifton,
you get off at the end of the
semester a day earlier than you
would have by attending class on
President’s Day. That way you get a
four -day weekend, including
Memorial Day, which as everyone
knows is May 29.
Sam Milioto
Director, Human Resources and
Employee Relations

having second thoughts.
According to Sunday’s Mercury
News, the average age of Northwest
Airline’s jets is 15.47 years old. Can
we talk? I don’t know about you but
I wouldn’t use a washer or dryer that
is 15.47 years old. I certainly would
not drive a car that is 15.47 years
old (with hundreds of thousands of
miles on it), and I don’t relish the
idea of flying in a plane at 30,0(X)
feet, 300 miles an hour, that is 15.47
years old, give or take a few.
Joseph Leonard, Eastern’s chief
operating officer said, "What the
people don’t realize is that, from
their first day of service, all
airplanes develop cracks. It happens
every day at every airline."
Wonderful!
In the last three years, there have
been at least six major, indeed life
threatening, incidents of jets
literally coming apart at the scams.
True, the airlines claim to he
reconditioning their jets constantly.
However, with all the money each
flight brings in daily, hourly, surely
the airlines could make (pardon the
cliche) flying the friendly skies, a
hit less of a life -threatening
experience. Perhaps they could
recondition their whole fleets?
Although flying does save time
and time is money, it seems being a
"frequent flyer" these days is not the
most reliable method for saving.
As for the flight to New York, no
thanks. I’ll ride the rails.
Suzanne Coleman
Junior
Public Relations

Plane complaint

Don’t wreck the Rec

Editor,
I’m going to New York for a
spring break. That is exciting. I’m
flying Northwest Airlines. That is a
bit frightening. After Friday’s airline
disaster over the Pacific, where nine
people met a watery grave, I am

Editor,
Stop griping. Let the Roc Center
open.
Within the last month the
Spartan Daily has published at least
six negative articles pertaining to
the Rec Center. I became disturbed

Have four days off

by your article published on Feb. 20
titled "Noise distracts students."
In a few weeks the Rec Center
will open its doors. Now you are
worried about the level of traffic,
crowd and ventilation fan noise and
their impact on the environment.
Don’t you think it’s a bit late to be
worrying about this problem’? I’m
sure the research analyst of the
Environmental Impact Report took
an in-depth look at the noise levels
and its effect on the environment. If
the Rec Center was built on a sit
unsuitable for the environment, the
Santa Clara County Planning
Commission would have denied the
building permit.
Stop all this negative nonsense.
The Rec Center has been built. I’m
still puzzled on what benefits the
Rec Center can offer. Let’s be a bit
more positive.
Debbie Kamilos
Senior
Advertising

Saving environment
Editor,
In the Monday edition of the
Spartan Daily, reporter Andrew
Channing reported S.A.F.E.R.’s
progress in the recycling effort at
Channing
Andrew
SJSU.
incorrectly reported our name as
Environmental
Student Alliance for
Rest. Actually, S.A.F.E.R. is the
acronym for Student Affiliation for
Environmental Respect, not rest.
We are a group of affiliated
students actively working on
improving the environmental
quality of our university grounds.
Yes, we arc concerned with the
recycling of newspaper, computer
paper, office paper and bottles and
cans. But we’re more than that. We
are deeply concerned about the
disrespect and neglect shown
toward our life-support system.
One issue very important to us
See Letters, page 3

Tonic for the hairless
was a kid, my old swimming
When I
coach used to call me "carrot top."
My hair was a glorious sun and
chlorine -bleached swatch of fur that stuck
out uncontrollably in all directions. Now
my head is covered with a thin layer of
sickly strands, as uncontrollable as before,
each one straining to break free and fly
down the drain to an ignoble death in the
city backwaters, leaving my head as
barren as a willow in winter.
I find this sort of annoying.
Fortunately, the people I associate with
realize that I am sensitive about my hair
loss, and my friends continually reassure
me that they will still accept me for who I
am despite the fact that soon I won’t be
able to go to a bowling alley without
being accosted by strangers trying to put
their fingers in my ears.
"Hey Dan," a sympathetic comrade will
remark, "Is that your head, or is your neck
blowing a bubble?"
Or:
"Dan, I think it’s time to powder your
head. The glare is blinding me."
Comments like these spur me on to
some of my most creative endeavors, as I
imagine the speaker being slowly eaten
alive by a colony of army ants.
people deal with pattern baldness in
much the same way they deal with
death. The first stage is called
Denial. A lot of men remain in this stage
for their entire lives. They are easy to
recognize, because they grow their hair
down to their shoulders on one side and
then comb it over the wasteland above
their crania, making it stick with enough
grease to lubricate a freight train.
The second stage is Grief and Remorse.
At this point the victim realizes that he is,
in fact, bald, and there is nothing he can
do about it. The problem is compounded
if the victim has any large, unsightly
marks in areas that used to be covered by
hair. One commonly used method of
compensating for this is to become the
leader of the entire Soviet state.
In the third stage, Bargaining, the bald
man will try to strike a deal with a higher
power. If only You will give me more
hair, he promises, I will build cathedrals
in Your name, I will dedicate my life to
Your service, I will promise not to take
advantage of the swarms of women who
will continually attempt to ravish me once
I look like David Lee Roth. God seldom
listens to this kind of thing, which to me is
proof that He has very good judgment.
The final stage is Acceptance. No one
has ever reached this stage, so it hardly
seems worth mentioning.
Personally, I intend to grow bald
gracefully, and with dignity. Neither wig
nor wonder drug will touch my naked
pate. I will carry my baldness before me
like a banner, an ambassador of
hairlessness, daring the furry majority to
make light of my condition.
And if you believe that, I’ve got some
real estate in Brooklyn you might be
interested in.
Dan Turner is the Features Editor.

Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff,
faculty and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known
through the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered, especially
those immediately related to SJSU.
Any people or places on campus you want
readers to know about?
National or international issues
you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance
to be heard on the
Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages), and all
disks will be returned.
Contact Leah Pels, Forum editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.
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all is the continued use of non biodegradable products and
packaging such as styrofoam and
plastic. In the production of
styrofoam cups, like those used on
campus, chlorofluorocarbons are
used in the production process.
CFCs have been linked to
deterioration of the ozone layer.
This layer portects us from the sun’s
harmful ultraviolet rays.
S.A.F.E.R. would also like to see
the replacement of plastic spoons,
knives, and forks in the school
cafeteria-an idea the majority of
students supported when asked in
our questionnaire.
S.A.F.E.R. meets every Tuesday
in room 235-A of DMH at 6:30
p.m. We encourage all concerned
with the environment or recycling
to attend the meetings and help find
a way our of our predicament.
Ernesto Mont enero
President, S.A.F.E.R.

Look at world
Editor,
About three years ago I made the
suggestion that a political magazine
was needed in all universities. I
made the comment that most of us
are not aware of the critical issues
that affect our daily lives.
I recall in my Sociology 70 class
last semester when the professor
spoke about the presidential
election. He spent quite some time
discussing issues and asking for
comments. I would say about 80
percent of the students who were
not informed simply said, "Well, I’m
voting
Republican/Democrat
because my parents are."
This made me so angry because
if so many ignorant people are
voting just by party instead of
issues the most qualified people are

not elected, nor are the most quality
laws passed.
If this society is to become the
best in the nation then let’s inform
our people.
Elizabeth Sanchez
Senior
Public Administration

Music to my ears
Editor,
I, Paul Goeltz, having booked
bands at the pub for three and a half
years resent Mr. Doo’s remarks that
I had haphazard garage bands.
I offered the South bay the best
of local, blues, jazz and national
acts, such as Mojo Nixon. I know
the Pub made more money while I
was there or they wouldn’t be
raising the price of beer. If
anything, Mr. Doo should try to add
a little spice to his life like I did.
Why doesn’t the Spartan Daily
take a survey to see whether the Pub
was better now or then. Even the
Mercury News and the Metro never
write about the Pub anymore. Why?
It’s dead.
Paul Goeltz
Senior
Radio/Television/Film

Engineers have spark
Editor,
I would like to respond to a
question asked in Andrew
Channing’s article on engineering
week by Amy Swan, a computer
science major. Amy asks, "Why do
they need an engineering week?"
Well, Amy, though it may not be
obvious to one who rides to school
on horseback and does her
homework by the light of a wood
fire, engineers have played an
important role in society. Engineers

have made it possible for you to
watch your cartoons on Saturday
morning, to shop and hang out at
your favorite mall, and engineers
have even made it possible for you
to take a dump in your own house
without attracting flies. The same
people who made outhouses
obsolete are spending a week to
celebrate their accomplishments and
recruit new engineers to solve
mankind’s next problems.
As for that crack about being
"lifeless and socially retarded," I
feel that I must set the record
straight. One of the first things one
learns as an engineer is that
everything is relative. And though
some engineers may be lifeless and
socially retarded compared to some
business majors and athletes, there
are some business majors and
athletes that are lifeless and socially
retarded compared to some
engineers.
However, the most nerdy
engineer is a party -hearty hip
happenin’ cat compared to the
grooviest computer science major.
John Meidlinger
Junior
Mechanical Edngineering

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our readers.
All letters may be edited for
length or libel, and the Daily
reserves the right to limit the
number of letters on a given
topic. Letters should bear the
writer’s name, major, phone
number and class level. Letters
can be delivered to the Daily
office on the second floor of
Dwight Bentel Hall.

SpartaGuide
TODAY
Catholic Newman Community::
Daily Lenten mass. Tenth and San
Carlos Streets. For more information
call 298-0204.
Campus
Ministry
Center:
Lenten spirituality series. I 2:30
p.m.. 300 South Tenth Street. For
more information call 298-0204.
SJSU Rotaract Club: Inaugural
barbeque, :International House (360
South Bloven)h Street). SJSU Taekwondo Club: Practice, 3 p.m.. Spartan Complex
Room 202. For more information
call 258-9800.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
tennis lessons. 2:30 p.m.. Park Center Athletic Center. For more information call 293-2451.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting,
4:30 p.m.. Dwight Bentel Room
205. For more information call 2934174.
Social Dance Club: Meeting and
Dance Practice, 4:15 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 720-9856.
The Forerunners: Bible study,
7:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call 263-2628.
ABL/AKBAVAN: Movie night.
"Child’s Play." 7 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Career Planning & Placement:
Summer and Co-op Job Fair. 10
a.m., S.U. Ballroom. For more information call 924-6033.
Chi Epsilon: Meeting, 11:30
a. m., Engineering Building Room.
For more information call 287-9651.
SJSU Advertising Club: Murphy’s competition meeting. 6:30
p.m., Dwight Bentel Hall Room
207. For more information call 9243270.
MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.M. , Wahl (mist Library North Room 307. For

more information call 298-2531 or
924-2518.
Fantasy & Strategy Club: Dungeon Quest and Warrior Knights, 6
p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call 377-5349.
Christian Science Youth Organization: Meeting, 2 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
Antropology Club: Meeting and
slide show, 5 p.m., Duncan Hall
Room 208.
l’ublic Relations Student Society
of America: March meeting, noon,
S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call 297-5488.
THURSDAY
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon. S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call 298-0204.
Financial Management Association: Speaker: David White. 5 p.m..
S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call 270-1967.
Associated Students Election
Board: A.S. Election Forum, 11:30
S.11. Upper Pad. For more information call 924-8392.
Career Planning & Placement:
Co-op Orientation, S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information call
924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Government employment in the
99(rs. 12:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum
Room. For more information call
924-6(133.
Math and Computer Science
Departments: Speaker: Richard
Guy, 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
Room 324. For more information
call 924-5144.
Physics Department: Speaker:
Allen Tucker, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For more information call 924-5261.
Amnesty International: Meeting, 7 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room,
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Campus
Ministry
Center:
Lenten spirituality series. social 6:3(1
p.m., discussion 7:15 p.m.. Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For information call 298-02(14.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics: Speaker:
Adam Brody, 12:30 p.m., Engineering Building Room 295.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Meeting. 12:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 422. For more
information call 924-8723 or 9245144.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Group discussion. 4:30 p.m.. S.11.
Umunhum Room. For more information call 236-2002.
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting:Dues
Due, 7:30 p.m., Aeronautics conference noon 109. For more information call 265-7720.
I R II A Y

Career Planning & Placement:
Interviewing for civil engineers.
1:30 p.iii.. S.1 Loma Prieta Room.
For more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Inters iev, preparation (for toreign
born). 4 p.m.. Sign up in Business
Classroom Room 13, For more information call 924-6033.
Re-entry Program: Brown Bag
.lunches, noon, S. 1. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
924-5930.
Student
Association:
India
Howling social, 2 p.m., S. C. Games
Area. For more information call
446-3(142.
SJSU Folk Dance nut): International folk dance class and participation, 8 p.m.. Spartan Complex
Room 89. For more information call
293-1302 or 257-6369.

S.C. Guadalupe RI Stilt. For more information call 99S 5586.

Women’s Softball: Versus tie% ada-Reno, 1 p.m Police Athletic
I .eague Stadll1111. lot IllOtt2 information call 924-l’ANS.

TUESDAY

SUNDAY
Women’s Softball: Versus Nev ada-Reno. I p.m.. Police Athletic
Stadium. For more information call
924-I:ANS.
Black Graduation Commence
ment Committee: Meeting. 1. p.m..
:lam -American Studies Department
For noire intOrmation call 292-6666.

Soccer Club: Meeting, (new
members velcomei. 11 a. iii., S. U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 998-5586.

ADVERTISE
in the
SPARTAN DAILY

MONDAY
Order of Omega: Due dates tor
applications. 5 p.m . Administration
Building Room 242 For more Miniillation call 924-5900
Soccer Club: Meeting. i 110%
p m
members m.elciiinei. 3:

924-3270

SATURDAY

GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT
in the 1990’s

BLACK &DECKER
FIND OUT WHY THE BLACK DECKER
SALESFORCE IS RANKED IN THE TOP
TEN IN THE NATION!

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY, STATE
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL DISCUSS:
-How 10 get a Job in Government
’Job Trends
*Need for Professionals in Government

THURSDAY, MARCH 2
UMUNHUM ROOM, S.U.
12:30 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Career Information Session
Thursday, March 2nd
12:30-1:30 pm
Guadalupe Room - Student Union
BLACK

DECKER is looking for people
who are:
Leaders - Creative - Goal Oriented
Mature - Organized - Confident
FIND OUT WHY!!!

NOTHING BEATS A
BLACK &DECKER.

Spartan Daily

preregistration 1200 P.M.
Coordinated by: Institute of Urban Affairs, 924-5550
Career Planning and Placement, 924-6031
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are
provided without regard to race, color. sex, sexual orientation, national
origin, age or disability
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SJSU squanders chances, unbeaten streak in 3-2 loss

Mike Ia ferner S.ISI

ally sta I photographei

ken Henderson avoids the tag of SCU’s Troy Buckley to tie the game at 1-2

By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
For all the times SJSU’s baseball team vv.!s on the
brink of having its nation -leading unbeaten streak
snapped. they always were able to find a vv ay out.
When the 11th -ranked Spartans were presented with
in opportunity, they took advantage and kept the streak
alive with clutch hitting and solid defense.
All of the ingredients were present for a Spartans
ills after spotting Santa Clara University 1 1 -61 an earl
lead. hut a home run from an unlikely source cost SJSU
(5-Il its 18-game Unbeaten streak in a 3-2 loss to the
Broncos at Buck Shaw Stadium Tuesday .
SCU second baseman Ed Gni% anola. who had lust
one home run in his two previous seasons, belted an 0- I
pitch off Donnie Rea 13-1 tin the bottom of the eighth to
break a 2-2 tie.
’He hadn’t really NV, ung the hat that hard all lla).
Rea said. "Then he realB surprised me. I vs :isn’t epectmg hint to do that. We’ll battle Kick We has,. enough
character to cinne back from something like this. Right
mw \rke’i e lust not that happy.
Giov anola is surprised by the 380-foot shot, too.
"That e.is the lir.1 time he got it out over the plate.
He visas nipping in the corners all da!, so I was surprised
to get that pitch. I’m not used to those. I can’t hit a home
un for my lite.SJSU fell behind Santa Clara 2 II %viten shuiui tstop
Stoic Anderson booted a ground hall Int h Bunco
:tidier Troy Buckley . ;Miming MO Mil, 10 score
\ lter a walk to Gni% anola ill begin the inning. .5.151.
Greg Mitchell made a di \ mg stop a hall
base line, hut Mitchell’s hurtled thilM
l’
1:11111:11ovsanetilit’eallihird
tO second base went into right field. leaving runnels at
second and third. Both runners scored after Anderson’s
error.
he Broncos’ Greg Gohr (3-3) ca ute into the game
with 20 strikeouts and pitched a coin’ !etc game tor the

%1111-

lust going to start in si Is eeekend and see
Vk Inningsick
in
sl
saitdhrSejeSsiel
a(s’::nasc.h
Sinn 1’11,110. 55110 his 110 el
Coan led off with a
In the top of the tourth.
base hit to lett Ireld After Mike Goniales flied out, Eric
to a full count beBOOkel 1k al ked fl,,ie rernandei went
fore %hiking out When both runners ran on the pitch,
SCV catcher I3ticklc three. Coati out at third to end the
V/,

it

e ,.;111

in in
5.1511 stimuli:red another scoring opportunity
o tune out. Mike Irvin singled to
top of the W ill Vs oh
and
ked Mitchell but with runners
right. Gohr
second. SJSU catcher Ke in Tannhill grounded out to
end the inning.
Through seven innings. Rea had eight strikeouts and
gave up just two hits. both to designated -hitter Rick Bimanta.
SJSU tied the score 7 7 in the top of the sixth when
John Blacken hit .1 MO run single up the middle. With
one out. (ioniales had hit a hloop single to left and Ken
Henderss n. vvhit pinch hit for Fernandei. doubled down
the left field line to put runners on second and third.
With two out, Bias ken’s singled in the i mg runs.
On the throw to home plate. Buckley was unable to
tag Henderson. hut three to second to nail Bracken and
end the inning.
to ga in control of the game in the
1a
SJS L had a canee
top of the eighth vv hen in/ ak.. singled and then stole
second. Booket Is ill suited i.ith a single to shallow left advancing (ion/ales and leat mg runners at first and third.
With Henderson tip. Hooker was caught in a rundown
wont&
bets% een Inst
"I thought it \1/4 as a double steal." Booker said. "I
missed the sign
Gotwales finished with two hits while Bracken had
tvv 0 RBI ;Ind the Spartans thnd error.

Spartan mom juggles hoops, studies
Steven Musil

1/.4 staff writer
Seven a.m. The alarm clock rings
and Lora Alexander, the forward on
the SJSU women’s basketball team
and single mother of two, begins a
typical, whirlwind day.
7:30 a.m. She has the children at
school.
9 a.m. She’s in class at SJSU.
1 p.m. She practices with the
women’s basketball team for a couple of hours.
4 p.m. Alexander picks up her
children from school and afterwards, "I have the rest of the day to
myself," she says.
She should be exhausted.
On the court, as a star player on a
struggling team, she’s averaging 18
points per game, almost double the
team’s next best shooter, and has had
game -highs of 36 and 31 point
games this season.
At SJSU, Alexander is a junior
majoring in telecommunications,
carrying 17 units, including an arduous Division 1 basketball schedule.
At home, the 24 -year-old single
mother has a daughter in first grade
and a son in kindergarten.
Despite her busy schedule,
Alexander maintains that she isn’t
exhausted. And if you met her on
the street, you probably wouldn’t
guess that she was. You also might
not suspect that she’s one of the best
women’s basketball players in the
country. But she is. ,
Alexander doesn’t let a person read
much into who she is. Instead, she
camouflages the tension of a busy
life behind a reserved, calm
demeanor.
It is not the face a player from
another team wants to be looking at.
As a seriously intense player, she
runs the court like a Mack truck
rolling across a Yugo at full speed.
When she gets inside the key.
Alexander begins to resemble a
cobra. She stakes out her territory

Alexander was the
state’s junior
college player of
the year in 1987
after averaging 26
points and 17
rebounds a game.
around the basket and remains cautiously stationery, until it’s time to
strike. And she does. Alexander battles for every rebound, scoring in
double figures almost every game.
"She isn’t intimidated by anyone,"
according to SJSU coach Tina Krah.
"Teams arc triple-teaming her now."
Alexander began playing basketball in Natchez, Miss. She and her
twin sister, Lisa, set records at North
Natchez High School. Lora once
had 52 points in one night.
In her senior year of high school,
Alexander gave birth to Tarancka,7,

and a ) ear later, James. Even though
many colleges recruited her heavily
out of high school, she remained in
Mississippi with her mother and
grandmother. She worked at
N1cDonald’s for a v, !tile but was
unemployed for nearly two years.
She was trapped. She had no job,
no husband and no education. She
was going nowhere.
Alexander was raised by her
grandmother while her twin sister
was raised by her mother.
"I’m not going to be around forever," her grandmother kept telling
her, "so you better start looking out
for yourself."
After her grandmother died in
1985, she moved to San Francisco,
where her rather worked as a ramp
serviceman for United Airlines. He
encouraged her to go to college. So
four years after high school, she
enrolled as a freshman at San
Francisco City College. As a basketball player at CCSF, she set
school records for most points in a
game, with 42, and most rebounds,
with 28. After averaging 26.6 points
and 17 rebounds per game her
sophomore season, she was named
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Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer
SJSIl; players, left to right, Latrese !looter, bra Alexander and Kim
Skaggs celebrate an emotional 63-61 victory over UC Santa Barbara.
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$75 $50 $25
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the state’s junior college player-ofthe-year in 1987.
Krah recruited her to SJSU and
Alexander rented an apartment with
former CCSF teammate, Diane
Hanratty. Hanratty switched to
SJSU at the same time Alexander
did and is an instrumental help in
watching the children. The children
are so close to Hanratty, a redhead,
that they call her "Mama Red."
Alexander believes her teammates
view her as a role model. Her motherly instincts keep her looking out
for them. "I try to keep them out of
trouble," Alexander said. "I look out
for them."
Alexander was instrumental in the
Spartans’ 63-61 victory over UC
Santa Barbara, scoring 27 points and
grabbing 20 rebounds. It was the
first Big West conference win in two
years and 46 games for the Spartans
Despite this, Alexander enjoys
playing for SJSU.
Alexander has one year of playing
eligibility left and after graduation,
plans to travel across the country for
about a year.
"After that, I’ll join the 9 to 5
world, like everyone clse."
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Ruggers look to lose Holiday cobwebs

Mike Deemer Daily

stall photographer

Nate Woods, in single stripped shirt, jumps oser a Humboldt
player for the hall as S.’S( ’’s Bill "Slump
es iii.

By Doris Kramer
Daily stall writer
A former SJSU rugby player
helped Chico State defeat the Spartans in one of its two matches Saturday.
Chico State’s Mike Sammons,
had played the wing position for
the Spartans last semester, and
helped the Wildcats break through
the Spartans’ back line on several
occasions, according to rugby
Coach Ron McBeath. Chico won
the first game 26-6.
"Chico’s backs were well drilled and made the most of thier
opportunities," McBeath said.
"We weren’t able stay with them
in the first game.
"We got ahead early in the
game by scoring penalty kicks and
then just stayed ahead." McBeath
said.
"It was the exact opposite of the
first game."
The rugby club is (2-4) this season and wants to shake off the dust
gathered from an eight week layoff
accumulated during Christmas
break.
In past years. the Spartans have
done fairly well. Last season the
Spartans won the Santa Barbara
Tournament, defeating some of the
best teams in the Northern California University League.
"The tlu hits some for two days
and others for two weeks.- Mc Beath said. "But there is good
spirit on the team and we make it
through."
McBeath hopes for a healthy
team to play Saturday’s matches at
Stanford.
So far there are 50 rugby players
on the team roster that make up
two teams. But McBeath said there
is always room for more players.
"If enough players were to

come out, we could even held
three teams,- McBeath said.
"Santa Clara and Berkeley each
have four rugby teams."
Athletes play rugby for many.
reasons, according to team president Nate Woods. Many team
members are attracted to the physical nature of the sport.
Woods, who played outside
linebacker for the SJSU football
team during the 1986-87 seasons,
said one of the reasons he enjoys
rugby is because of the sport’s
physically demanding nature. It
also gets him ready for football.
"Football is a more physically
punishing sport," Woods said.
"While rugby is more of a physically demanding nature. One of the reasons rugby is so
physically demanding is that the
games has two 40 minute halves
that are played continuously. Mc Beath said.
This makes for continuous action for the players. Endurance is
needed to carry, kick and throw a
ball up and down a field that is 10
feet longer and 15 feet wider than a
typical football field.
The goal in rugby is to avoid
contact and to keep the ball moving. Only the defense is only allowed to tackle the ball carrrier.
This creates a "vigorous contact
sport", according to McBeath.
"We still have our share of injuries." McBeath said. ’It’s a rough
sport ."All bad feelings with the opposing team are set aside after the
game,’’ Woods said. "I doesn’t
matter how fierce the rivalry was
during the game.
"Only the English would stop a
war to have tea." he added. "It’s
great .

Landry bids emotional
farewell to his players

IRVING. Texas (AP) - - Tom to his players. By now, he no longer
Landry carried several pages of was using his notes.
notes with him as he walked into a
"He was speaking from the
lecture hall to deliver a farewell mes- heart." linebacker Steve DeOssie
sage to his Dallas Cowboys football said.
players.
"There wasn’t a dry eye in the
But as the 64 -year-old Landry room,- Lockhart said. "Coach told
began to speak, the players some- us he loves us all and although he
how sensed that the coach known
couldn’t be with us in person from
over his 29 years with the team for now on, he would be with us in
not showing emotion
would be spirit."
unable to hide them this time.
Quarterback Danny White said he
Landry, who was fired and re- had never seen his coach so emoplaced with University of Miami tional. "I felt for him," White said.
coach Jimmy Johnson when the club
Cornerback Everson Walls, who
was sold Saturday to Arkansas oil- in the past was often outspoken in
man Jerry Jones, broke down about his criticism of the way Landry ran
five minutes into the private meeting the Cowboys, was a strong admirer
on Monday.
with his players Monday morning.
Defensive end Ed "Too Tall"
"I almost v. ished that I had
Jones and defensive tackle Randy
White, each of whom each played 14
seasons for the Cowboys, didn’t at- ’It was the most
tend the meeting.
"After all they had been through emotional I’ve been
with the man, I don’t know if they
could deal with it," linebacker Eu- as a pro. It was
gene Lockhart said.
Landry thanked his players for history in the
their loyalty and asked them to give
their hest for Johnson. whom Landry making. It was a
said was a proven winner and degreat honor and
served their maximum effort.
"He said the best thing we could
do for him was work hard and turn privilege to be in
the Cowboys around." defensive
that room.’
end Jim Jeffcoat said.
All the while, his voice was tremJeff Rohrer,
bling. Landry had to stop and restart
several times.
Dallas Cowboys linebacker
"It was the most emotional I’ve
been as a pro," linebacker Jeff brought a video camera to tape this.
Rohrer said. "It was history in the It was a special moment, something
making. It was a great honor and none of us will ever forget and will
privilege to be in that room."
want to preserve," Walls said.
Next, linebacker Garry Cobb said,
Landry appeared tall and proud as
"Coach Landry looked at us and he entered the room for his farewell
said, ’The thing I’m going to miss address, still an image of strength
the most is being around the coaches despite what he had been through
and you players.’ That did it. He over the previous several days.
couldn’t hold it any longer. He broke Walls said.
down and cried like a baby. He tried
"Nothing would take him down.
to avoid it, because that’s the way Tom Landry is a statue, a monTom is, but the tears flowed every- ument," Walls said.
where."
"It was one of the most difficult
Rohrer said: "Tom wasn’t the things I’ve had to do. It was hard
SAN ANTONIO ( AP)
period ending Feb. 26. Kerr colUn- only one in the room who broke saying goodbye to the players. It was
lected 11 points in four games since seeded Peanut Louie -Harper held off down. It was tough, he was saying hard to keep your emotions under
returning from a shoulder injury five match points and won two tie- goodbye to 29 years."
control. I tried to tell them that this
Feb. Ili.
breakers to upset fourth -seeded
Momentarily, Landry collected crisis will pass, that you have to
Tennis
Claudia Kohde-Kilsch in the first himself and delivered his final words keep moving forward."
round of the U.S. Women’s HardOKLAHOMA CITY (AP) Rafaella Reggi of Italy outlasted Aus- court Tennis Championships. Sectralian Elizabeth Smiley 5-7. 6-2. 6- ond -seeded Manuela Maleeva of
4 in the $100,(XX) Virginia Slims of Bulgaria defeated American Carrie
20% OFF STUDENT FASHIONS
Oklahoma tournament.
Cunningham.

Tyson’s ex -manager asks for intervention
TRACK AND FIELD
NEW YORK (API -- Bill CayNEW YORK ( API -- Ben Johnton, the estranged manager of Mike
Tyson, asked the New York State son was a "pharmaceutical testing
Athletic Commission to order pro- ground," pumped with steroids
moter Don King to stop interfering without his direct knowledge before
the Seoul Olympics by a doctor who
with the heavyweight champion.
Cayton also asked the commission called drug tests "a joke," sports
to fine King and Don King Produc- therapist Jack Scott said.
Scott’s role in Johnson’s training
tions. The manager requested that
the promotional licenses of King and for the Olympics, where the sprinter
his company be reviewed "for con- failed a drug test and lost his 100duct detrimental to boxing generally meter dash gold medal, is detailed in
and to the public interest, as well as the April issue of Runner’s World
for violating and attempting to vio- magazine .
late laws with respect to boxing in
A copy was made available to The
other jurisdictions."
Associated Press; Scott then conBASKETBALL
firmed the information in a teleNEW YORK (AP) Center Patphone interview from his office in
rick Ewing, who averaged 29.8 Berkeley. Calif. Scott said Johnpoints. 7.8 rebounds and 4.50 son’s personal physician of the last
blocked shots in leading the New five years. Dr. Jamie Astaphan.
York Knicks to three victories in started the sprinter on steriods withfour games, was named NBA Player out Johnson’s direct knowledge.
of the Week for the period ending Scott said Johnson ingested as
many
Feb. 26.
as 20 to 30 pills at a time.
Ewing’s week included a careerHOCKEY
best 45 -point performance in the
Tim Kerr,
MONTREAL ( AP)
Knicks’ only loss, a 130-127 setback
against Washington. Overall, he the Philadelphia Flyers’ right wing
shot .598 from the field (49-for-82) who had five goals and three assists
and .875 from the foul line (21 -for- in a pair of road games, was named
the NHI. Player of the Week for the
24(.

Stand Out

FR0M

the Crowd

FREE: Color Analysis
With $35 purchase of Artistry Cosmetics
Certified Artistry Image Consultant.
c

DIVA

Save lime and
Money on Copies

Fashion Boutique
Mcns and
Shoes and

1337 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose,
275-1343
310 S Third St
295-4336

. . f

kinkoig

481 E Son Carlos St
295-5511

TOP VIDEO

LARGE SELECTION OF VIDEO & CD’S

voiow1/4s""ss
Funded In Associated Students

AUDITORIUM
FOR MORE INFO CALL 924.6261

educational purchase program
Along with the
t

Now offers with all 286 and 386 computers
a bundle of goods

When You Need A
Study Break
First Movie FREE with SJSU I.D.
New Releases

MON - SUN
10AM - lOPM

Die Hard
U2 Rattle & Hum
287-7625
Young Guns
287-7657
Bull Durham
Suspect

MORRIS
DAILEY

data
systems

mommI

CD CENTER & MOVIE RENTAI,

7& 10 PM
$2.00

Coupon good for
entire month of March

the copy center

Call Rusty for appointment’
255-8778 or 993-3730
411 Avenida Palmas in San Jose
Coupon good through March

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT CINEMA

women’s clothing.
Accessories

CALL NOW TO RESERVE
YOUR FAVORITE
245 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose

*Microsoft Windows
*Microsoft PxPaint/Draw
*LG-10 Mouse
Place your orders now
Offer ends March 31
Demonstration on March 2
Main floor Student Union
For more information call
Kim Holand
733-1936

Page CI
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U.S. Air Force to remove world’s
fastest spyplane later this year
LOS ANt.i111 s
71Blackbird. the s.
highest th
inos.ed hum I

S

lie SR
s fastest and
ss ill he re
\ii 1,0. e operail U

tions latci this seal’Ilk iii’ sitU
File sleek. Hat I. to in engine let
knit In; I ickheed Ckup. is capable
of speeds up to 7.000 miles per hour
and Lan ph tiiel ih a %chicle license
plate how 17 miles in space,
Shrouded in WO e0 es en now,
sonic 1.11.1.11k it the ChM% 1.! photo rei.01111.11,‘,111i c

hi,ischttell

el

Wade

In2ines are classitied.
hut the Ali I 01". W. ill eportedis
ear \s oh
save up to S till) 1111111011 a
I clitement. scheduled 101
the St
\

Oct. I.
The SR -71 squadron is headquartered at Beak Air Force Base near
Marysville in Northern California.
Its support facilities are at Air Force
Plant 42, :Mout 50 miles north of Los
Angeles in Palmdale
Defense budget priorities are ION mg the SR -71 fleet into mothballs.
Spy satellites will take over the
Blackbird’s duties, a Pentagon
spi)kesman said Monday.
kk e will rely on existing reconnaissance capabilities, which I can’t
he teal specific about. but you can
:1SLITIle that it is mainly satellite capability." said Air Force Lt. Col.

Student Radicals Storm
Campus Planning Center

Lyears ago
today

Just
two
short decades
ago, San Jose
State was a
U ifferent
place. The turbulent
60s
provided
many interest-

ing stories.
*Dissident students smashed windows and kicked holes in doors at
the Campus Planning Center causing its closing for more than an
hour. Radicals protested the presence of Standard Oil Company
representatives on campus to
recruit students.
The Board of Trustees adopted
Gov. Reagan’s "hardline" resolution of no negotiation with striking
groups. Acceptance of an AFT
proposed settlement would have
ended the lengthy teachers strike at
San Francisco State College.
Alex Haley, co-author of the
"Autobiography of Malcom X"
and the future "Roots" spoke at a

seminar in Allen Hall..
Thc Associated Student Body
chose to freeze funding of the
defunct Spartan Marching Band.
The funds were frozen in the light
of $742.97 in debts the band had
incurred since disbanding.
The Spartan Baseball team
opened its 1969 season in the same
fashion it opened its 1968 season
by dropping a pair to Davis during a double-header and losing to
Stanford 10-6. Poor pitching and a
lack of hitting were blamed for the
season’s start.
A new SJSU constitution was
proposed to go to the student population for ratification. The new
consitution included a more
defined three branch government
and a joint president , vice-president and treasurer ticket.
Lack of interest killed the
Women Over 29 club, formed in
the Fall of 1966. Although 7.3
percent of the student body were
women over 29, small turnout by
women killed the club.

Conga banging
..
,

Joe Purka in a telephone interview.
The Blackbird flies at three times
the speed of sound. more than 2,000
mph. or 33 miles a minute, which is
faster than a rifle bullet. It can survey 100,(XX) square miles an hour
and photograph small targets from
its cruising altitude of more than MO..
(MX) feet, Purka said.
It still holds world records for
speed and altitude, set in 1976 with a
speed of 2.193 mph and an altitude
of 14.5.000 feet.
In September of 1974, a Blackbird
flew front London to LOS Angeles in
3 hours. 47 minutes, or, taking into
account the time zones it crossed,
four hours before it left.
Operated by the Strategic Air
Command, SR-7 Is also are based in
England and Japan, said SAC
spokeswoman Maj. Suzanne Randall.
The shutdown will probably affect
Lockheed jobs at at Plant 42, company spokesman Jim Ragsdale said.
"It’s a little early for us to know
how many, or if any jobs will actually be lost. If there are any, it won’t
be a huge number."
The Air Force tried to retire the
Blackbird squadron last year. but
was overruled by Congress.
House Armed Services subcommittee staffer Jim Waters said no
such move has been made in Washington D.C. so far, but couldn’t predict whether Congress would fight
the retirement tentatively set for October.
’It’s a very costly system to operate, hut there are people, both in the
military and in Congress, that want
to keep it around. Waters said.

.
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Buy IBM" PS/2" Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University.
From the durable, full -function IBM P5/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM P5/2 Model 80386, IBM P5/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics tor a wide range of applica-
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Meet the Candidates...Get the
Issues and the Answers
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Alyssa Jensen Daily

Danjana Adanni teenier I play s the drums as the
hand Kosono performs during the lunch hour in

stall photographer

the Student Union Amphitheater Tuesday. The
band performs West African music.
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$99 route/trip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it’s time for the America!’
Express’ Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfirliatime
students who carry the American Eipress Card
Travel privileges that offer:
Mv) $99 roundtrip ticketsfly to any of
than 180 cities served by North NORTHWEST thewestmorein the
contiguous 48 1,nited States.
AIRLINES
may he used per sixone
ticket
Only
US
TO
LOOK
month period.
SpecialQuarterlyMffIbues1 Destination Disnunts
throughout /989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest’s WORLDPERKS’
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.

And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must he a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge xur Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call I -800-942-AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942 -AMEX

A.S Election Board

funded by Associated Students
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ho/ Lauderdale
$99 roundtry,

TOMORROW

Student Union-Upper Pad
Thursday March 2, 11:30 a.m.
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For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University
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Lawmakers discuss banning
sales of AK-47 assault rifle
SACRAMENTO (AP) - A pair
of legislative hearings, prompted by
the massacre of five children at a
Stockton schoolyard, got under way
Tuesday at the state Capitol as lawmakers considered whether to virtually ban the sale of assault weapons after next Jan. I.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
and the Assembly Committee on
Public Safety, conferring in the glare
of intense media scrutiny and packed
chambers, conducted the first major
hearings on the measures, which
were introduced by two Los Angeles
legislators shortly after the Jan. 17
shootings at Cleveland Elementary
School.
Gunman Patrick Purdy, armed
with an AK -47 semiautomatic assault rifle shot five children to death
and injured 30 other people during a
late-morning recess, then killed himself with a hand gun.
The Senate committee considered
SB292 by Senate President Pro Tern
David Roberti, the leader of the
upper house, while the Assembly
committee heard AB357 by Assemblyman Mike Roos, a top lieutenant
of Assembly Speaker Willie Brown.

"There will still be hundreds of
guns to hunt deer and ducks... But
the criminals will have to give up
their weapons of war," Roos testified.
Attorney General John Van de
Kamp displayed a blackjack, billy
club, nunchacku and an AK -47, and
told the Assembly committe that the
club-like weapons are restricted,
while the rifle is not.
"That’s crazy, lunacy," Van de
Kamp said. "Can’t we deal with this
issue in a rational way? ... The
chance for meaningful reform may
not come our way again for some
time, until the next tragedy. 1 ask
you, let’s not wait."
"Military assault weapons are designed to kill," he added. "They are
designed for mass murder. And
they’re very gtxxl at it."
Roberti’s bill declares that assault
weapons "pose a threat to to the
health, safety and security of all citizens of this state, and increases punishments for people who commit
crimes while using assault weapons.
Anyone wishing to buy an assault
weapon after Oct. I, 1989, would
have to get special permission from

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

the state Justice Department, and
those who already own them would
be required to register them with the
state.
Roberti’s measure would also create a special commission to determine which weapons are defined as
assault weapons subject to special
regulations and which are firearms
intended for sports or recreation.

Rocky

Gus Torres
keito
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Roos’ bill similarly requires state issued permits to own and obtain assault weapons, and sharply limits
their sale.

SUGGS IF

ND WAY!
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Although both measures do not
eliminate assault weapons outright,
the measures would both sharply
limit the legal sale of the firearms
and supporters of the measures said
the bills would, in effect, ban the
weapons’ salt-
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Jim Tumst, 111)4
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The measures would allow adults
who legally obtained assault weapons before next Oct. 1 to keep the
guns if they register them with the
state. After Jan. I, they could transfer or sell the guns only to a licensed
gun dealer or a person in another
state.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Res Attendants and on Open R.
Supervi.r Apply before Mareh
tel In the Student Activities &

FREE VISAMASTERCARD & SEARS
application tor college students,
Just send
nil
addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St.. Box
S. Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your Whine’
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Went
good coverage you can afford?
WI Nen gustily plans at low
prices Monthly tonne ennoble
Call Mark Ellice at (408)943-9190
for no obligation quote
STARTING

THIRD

writing

world

group

women
Serious only.

Plans write and Introduce sed
Box 90645, San Jon. CA 95109

Services Oftke next to the pub
924-5950.
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
busineseas & Mentors seek
foreign nellonels Mtn first hand
knowledge of economic, business. scientific, & political condihon. In horns country for consuitIng inisIstance For info send
resume to BCS Int’l.700 St Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
TX 78205 or 600-626-2826 Est 356

Call Judy, 435,344 -HARDWARE
TECHNICIAN

DCS seen Jr & Sr
computer Eng motor for technical
position. familiar with IBM 80166
& 60286 PC board environment
Port KM Mean cell Felix .1 )400)
437-1003 or sooty in per.n after

and Money too Cleanings and of.
lice visits at no chroe For brochure eee A 5 offic or Student

400-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Smoothing for every Interest, Ro-

any toll

need.

Englian skills &
0614. to operate office computer
prefer,.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - part-tirne
S500-52,000 month No export.
once nec.sary Call Mark On.toll at (408) 2744684

AUTOMOTIVE

best Wei, no oblIgetion Independent broker, references call KEN
al 728-0639
SEIZED CARS. truck.. boets. 4 wheelere, motorhoon.ft by FBI. IRS,
DEA Avenel. your area now

1967 Ford Pkkup

by settled bld only Sale stens 227419. sale ends 3-3-69 et 2 00 pm
For Info call auto shop 924.1975
75 NOVA 2-dr. into, current loge Moe
sell $100. 80 9-11 pIn week
nights, all day set/wain Keep trying 972-9940
’64 OLDS. Jetstar 1 Good Cond . Runs.
Need. TLC. call 924-8975 $1350.

COMPUTERS
IBM TURBO XT Clone, 20 MBHD 2
grephics.
floppy,. color mtr,
many
programs
and
ex..,
$1,600 ORO (4011) 971-7665

FOR SALE
CAMINO

SC 4e5 carnet.. 2 lens
mounts, wide angle bellow Pentair, spot. meter, focusing cloth.
Polaroid 4x5 holder. Schneider
150n1n IS, & Schneider 90MM lB
Portable carrying Cell $690 3707277

MATTRESS SETS., NEW. BEDS.
Twin $85, full SW, queen $129.
king $lit You get both p.m
B unkbed 9129 Indfromes @sailoble now. If your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not gel new bed?
Our beds ere very comfortable &
cheep. Cell 945-8558

HELP WANTED
AMERICAN

YOUTH Enterprise nits
eummer tobs In 312 Cid chin
S19.14 hr Send $2 for Info-8W
pe06e1 AYE DirCiOr. 245 Dillon

Dr.. Lander, WY 82520

and areeltend shift (29-40 hr work
’wo). Requires 1-3 yrs mach or
el. assembly Imp or @qui., Id In
the sciences or computer prog
Wet be

US

cltUffn

We offer

Cell
reirnb
100%
education
413490410P x445, VARIAN.
DECKER - Come en us
todey et the Summar end Coop
Job Feb and tomorrow el a Carew
intorniation Senior/ 12 30110
pm Cluedelupe Rm.
Student

BLACK

Union Come find out why the
15906 & Decker Neiea force mines
In the top lent
AVAIL.
POSITIONS
AISLE
FuN and pert hme permaNorthern
nent poeNlons wedeln.
9O1111106, 175 Son AntoCalker
nio Rd., 84411. 112, It. Altos, Ca
84022(419)949-2633
COUNSELOREORECT CARE

STAFF

needed at reekteriflal fannies for
einencerns witti
’MM. eft.
Outtem rented dleablienee roll
end pien done poet.. evNisbie
99411.211/60 Call (404)
4441-311113.
COUNSELORS WANT1D Tr. down/11mnd 0111d. NYS nrop 102 poen.). sports. melte, many 016.
WS Camp Uwe, Pitman* NY
914-11.4045e1.aMOLE
127,4
HOURS on esimpue We need Open

HUM.. Call Leigh at

279-6850
VERY NICE 2 bedrrn 2 bth apt (clean,
neer SJSU Please call 208-9157
tor Info
3

UNITS

AVAILABLE (1) carriage
house apt (2) apt vo shared bath
(3) room Phone 298-2374 Nonsmoker. no pets

PERSONALS
ALTERNATIVE
- Have
you considered adoption All calls
confidential
Cali collect (916)
523-1225
ECCLES1A GNOSTICA

5700-98 601w

Mess open 10 111, 3 P.M Sundays
II that &van Chapel or the let
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St . San Jose We also tr.&

Wein, Wens needed, 356-2716

clergy, both male end formai.. who
dune 00, 01.100 For further Infor-

Greet opportunity for sales neinlog Contact Lynda at 408-4361100
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positl..
Work month - home month Call
(805) 682-7555. 009 .5.1962.
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
p.illons
Work month - home month Call

mation, call 374-7458 evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - unwonted
hair rernoved forever SpecNilst
Confidential,
your
very
own
probe 247-7486. 335 S Heywood
Ave , San Jose
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at ¶045 AM at
Campus Christian Center, 10th &
Sam Carlos For more Information
about .tIvitles. call Rev

Norb

PT.
7 55AM-12 30
PM Very busy phones, professional appear enc.. xperienc required Engihrh skills, responsible,

dependable
non-smoker
51St San Jose Corporate Center.

T-SHIRTS. Maim money for your SJSU
Club, Fraternity. or Sorortty by
niling cuotorn silk screened Tshirts wfth your deeign or logo 48
hour turn-around on most lobs
B rainstorm

T-ShIrts

(415)

962-

8801

Rosemary McNally, 279-3623

officer’s ell shifts Full port time
evening prate. servers We will
train Apply in person Mon -Fn.
9A1.1-4PM, 260901141.0 Ave, San
Jon, Acufacie, Inc
U-SAVE AUTO RENTAL Is looking for
counter person with leper in
auto rental twain.. Pay hrs
neg Meese cell 281-4666 for Info
TEACHER AIDE tor &escheat P
56 hr, 6 units ECE nag HOBBIT
DAY NURSERY, 286-0443
TELEMARKETING?

400-978-2002

able. Good voice & personality
Call ISLAS .1 290-3033
TELEMARKETING,

04 506,
bonus. Appt Hitting day eves PT
S. Be.orn An.. SJ Cali Todd el

THE STUDENT UNION RECREATION
& EVENTS CENTER will be accepting applications for avollable
student posItions 14y Into $S
55 85 hr
Contest the Student
Union DIrecton Office tor further
details
VISA

OR MASTERCARD! Even II
bankrupt or bed credit! We guarantee you s card or double your
money beck Call (80S) 682-7555

est 111-11173
WAITRESS & 8U5180Y needed at MINATOS In not lust lob In an adnohow! Cell Moo

911111-9711

MT 9051 6.0. good phone woke
Work off script tor local broker
commission Call
55 5010 steel
Ilene at 723-0100
WANTED - MANAGER FOR inchwten
rooming hObee near campus Expernnce NW refs 219-2374 ens
Non-entoker, no Mete.

SOUTH

BAY

BULLETIN BOARD
Now there
Is s fest easy may 10 meet quality
people In the privacy of your
home it’ s so easy! When p000.11.
you 0111 1. told how to leave your
own message or hear six dtfterent
message. left by others The,.
aro message. from people with III
type of interests When you hear
something you like, give that person 1 cell That’s If! Coll today $2
loft It any

SERVICES

SETTING

ternoon & evening shifts eat&

pay dentelmod benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
worn In 141-fiesh
Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Stvd.. Ione Clem (between Leo
Tomes 01.11)

HOUSING

Cell

Rev

Daily Interruptioi

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree 1110611, formerly of KSJS

oriii.Y 15

You’ve got the party, woo. got
music, Michel Productions

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing.
tweeting 00 01109 chemical &pilltoffee. Let me peemon.tly remove your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache, etc

PUBLISHING

SERVICES

Brochures.
flyless
graphics
HICIRTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all nekle up to esecutIves We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for just 530.
FREE DELIVERY Finenne D..
109.10. (415A64-91113
DO YOU NEED HELP with

Join WSFCU - Your etudent Credit

PROOFREADING,

EDITING.

income Let our unique comps/.
rind fIndlng service prow.do you
wIth e custom lest of sources
After you MI out den form. our
computer selects only Mon
111010Ce you are weaned to ra
estop hue .surIng the best poi&

BeFIOW

sPemiG

,

ANX/OVS

FOR SPEW&

-_
. ,. _

-

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening weer, specialising In
weddings. format etc REASONABLE RATES, quality work In WII-

clubs. business Custom scram
printing on shine, sweets, find

"Ilitili

1,

Itf

iL

1

,

411

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

iwkets Oueitty work It reason.
Pe rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS.
Contest Doug et (40111)21/47377
Monday through F./m*10PM.
VISA

OR

MASTERCARD,

Even

If

bankrupt or bed credit, We guarantee you a card or double your
money beck Cell (805) 682-7555
III 6$1103
WRITING,
RESEARCH
SERVICES
Academic, peper, Mesh; Seale tan.

GhostwrItiro

editing, re-

sumes. word-processing All subRewriters
Wets
wattled
writing Catalogue Work on,
enteed
Low rotes
Coilesprite
Communications Berkeley (415)

Sillucon Chips

641-5036

TRAVEL

Classified

-MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK PAR11FRS" 6 days to party w college
tours Only 0219 by train 5439 to
fly Call for Into 1400-528-6025P

fesslonel word-processing serv-

TWA OFFFERS S.JSU STUDENTS 10%
on anywhere any fare. Purchase

ices that Include fest turnaround.
guarantee copy, grammar editing,
Neer printer. graphs and so much

your TWA student discount card
now Also tisk about TWA GETAWAY crwillt card Call Andy II
(400)297-3809, TWA campus rep.

TYPING

more Cell PAMELA at (4040 We
31162 to rennet your how now
Only 15 minutes from campus
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! Se...mit
word proc.sIng our ep.ialty
eccurocy
quality
Guaranteed

ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWL-

Free disk storage proofing Reesonable rates We’re lost. depend-

EDGEABLE In typing Huts tops
Trust TONY. 296-2067 Thanks

able, gronwriaraxperlenced
lege grads. so cell us with pope.
regions. them. (Nip ScNnce),

Si 50 per paw double spaced
Avellebie nven days woolly
Quick turnaround All work guar

etc at 251-0449

anteed. Thanks
AAAA-ALWAYS AVAILABLE AND AF
FORADABLE Professional word

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing
word processing
reports.

processing. tette/ quality, reesoneble rat., quick turnaround
Call Shelly (400) 247.7520

manuscripts & group
protects welcome Student rates.
7 min frrn campus nr 680 & McKee
(BERRYESSA or.) To eneure

AAHI WHEN OVERWHELMED by rI
ports to be typed, RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Gradundergred Reelonell,
term papers, Mena reports of all
kinds Student rotes for Under’
grade veltsble day, one, wen ends by .p&. Cell Anne 972-4992
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER nem lime! Pro-

Paperstheshinmumars.

your

pow

compilation
on
schedule reerve your time early
PJ-923-2309
ANN’S WORD PROCESSING Theses Reports Letters No lime to typo
your wpm? Call Miry An,, at
Ann., Sent. Clara 241-5490
At SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER

ler quality Tenn papers, group
protects. then.. resumes. f.ulty
projects. etc CPA. MLA, Tursblen
formals Ouel quer (27 yr. Imp )

Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs an. my *wieldy Cali Pam at (40E225-5025 or
(408)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY tor experienced.
professional word procnsing
Mth teem printer nines. term
papers. group pro(ects. etc All
Including

formats

Cell

Roe 274-3664 (Nave message) Available 7 days week

TYPING Son.1101. Why not make the best irn.
preaslon, A neatly-typed paper
gets a higher grade For the best

EVERYONE

APA

$I 75 pew double spaced (10
pitch) Oulck return Transcription
Almaden.
available
services
Branham area Phone 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 266-94441 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papercrt.erch protects
& resumes Will gladly assist vr

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor
your academic, busIneas. legal
word preic.sIng needs Term papers. reports, rell.0011. letters.
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President
Jenitler Jo Kessler It
Scott Santandre.a (I)

Vice President
Ron Lynch (R)
Jim Walters (I)

Director 21 Ethnic
Affairs
Andrew G Flores (I)
Luz M Rodriguez (R)

Director pi Intercultural
Affairs
Jennie Reyes (R)

Controller

Mimi Amutan(R)
Gregory J. Eissner 1)
Patrice Fusenig (I)

Academic Senator
Natalie L Wells (R)

Director 21 Academic
Affairs
Rod Diridon. Jr (R)
Scott Lane (I)

Director pj Business
Affairs
David Lewis (R)
Gabriel Miramontes (I)

Director Qi California
State Student Affairs
Dave Fuller (I)

Director 41
Communications
Susie Layman (I)
Arneze Washington (R)

Director gl Community
Affairs.
Lynn Christine Bachelor (R)
Beckie Six (I)

REAL
From paqe /
the party ’s ability to raise money .
"We can easily make the S3,000
marker," she said, "hut Em not sure
ve need to
REAL candidates would be better
oft spending time and Mort, not
money . on the campaign, Kessler
said. They need to get out and talk to
people about the issues. she said.
Kessler’s emphasis on personal
campaigning nias indicate a change
in the party’s campaign tactics.
In the past. REAL candidates
were virtually assured success, said
Richard Fatilan, director of communications and a member of the REAL
parts.
Students could run as party candidates. know that their names would
he listed on all REAL party literature
and not have to work to get elected,
Fajilan said.
"To be honest, that’s what !did,"
he said.
Acknowledging the power of the
party machine. Santandrea said that
he would be the underdog in the upcoming election.
Howeyer. independents also have
the option ot endorsing one another
during the campaign, said Micah
Harrel, chairman ot the A.S. election hoard.
One of the few remaining benefits
ot party organization may he association w ith the REAL party name.
This year, as in the past, campaign posters stating simply "Vote
REAL" are springing up around
campus.
But es en this advantage has been
called into question.
Independent candidates want specifically to avoid "being tainted" by
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Director pl NOB:
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Melissa M. Butchart (R)

Director pi personnel
Karen A. Patterson (R)
Jeff Realm) (I)

Director Sponsored
Programs
David A Martison (I)
Tim Morley (I)
Robert Quirk (R)

Director Student Rights

and

Responsibilities
Yogi Chugh (R)
Cid Galindo (I)
Gina Sutherst (I)

Director gi Student
Services
Kevin L Hejnal (I)
Dana M Jones (R)
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an impersonal party agenda. Santandrea said.
The accomplishments of the
REAL party were made two and
three years ago, and REAL has since
become synonymous with litigation
and combativeness, he said.
REAL members don’t share these
opinions. All are convinced that
their slate comprises the most qualified, experienced candidates and
they share in what they believe is the
party’s positive approach to improving student services.
Dana Jones, REAL’s candidate
for director of student services, said
she considered both independent and
party candidacy. She decided to run
as a REAL candidate because the
party’s philosophies coincided with
her own, she said.
"Unity is our theme, and we’re
going to be together through thick
and thin,’ ’ she said.

1989/Spartan Daily

Independents Fields: SJSU Athletes face dry season

From page /
vantage for the independents in one
sense, canipaign spending rules
would appear to give an advantage to
candidates willing to spend big
bucks against their REAL opponents.

Under SJSU election codes, one
independent candidate can spend as
much on his campaign as the entire
REAL party can spend -- $3,000.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
said this gives independents a major
especially if indepenadvantage
dents run as a bloc.
A grassroots campaign based on
getting to know voters is the best
strategy independents say they can
use to beat REAL candidates.
This was the way independent
controller Mark Murillo was victorious against REAL last year. Santandrea said.
But any independents who roam
the student union to press flesh with
voters will likely be met with REAL
candidates, who are also planning a
vigorous grassroots effort.

From page I
Those who use water over the
proposed allotment will face fines
ranging from $2-$5 for each 748
gallons of water over the limit,
McGlothlen said members of
the SJSU Landscape Facilities depenmen, are trying to stay ahead
of the game.

Department officials are already
discussing how to reduce the
amount of water used by the cur rent sprinkler system at SJSU.
The campus goes through nearly
3 million gallons during one 30minute watering session, accord ing to McGlothlen.

"We’ve discussed some low
volume sprinkler heads and new
electronic water controllers,’’ McGlothen said.
Currently, about half of SJSU’s
watering controllers are of the oldvariety,
fashioned
hydraulic
according to McGlothlen.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

Condoms
From page I
mg them, will be decided by Student
Union Director Ron Barrett.
In other action, the board:
Agreed on the fees that will be
charged for non -student use of the
Rec Center.
A day pass for SJSU faculty,
staff and alumni association will cost
$4 to use the Rec Center, and a semester membership will cost $40.
Non -students and non -campus personnel will pay $8 for a day pass and
$120 for a semester pass.
All SJSU students who attended
the university after the Fall 1982 semester will have free and unrestricted use of the facility.

o Wee
3 to 5 Hours Daily
Positions Availab
in Sunnyvale

Bombs
From page I
Halter said.
Journalism professor Bill Tillinghast compared reaction to the bixik
to that caused by the movie "The
Last Temptation of Christ," which
some critics said showed Christ in an
unfavorable light.
’It is similar to ’The Last Temptation of Christ’ in that people who
are offended by the publication don’t
want other people to be exposed to
it," said Bill Tillinghast, an SJSU
journalism professor.
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SUMMER
CO-OP JOB FAIR
Wednesday,

March 1 , 10 am -3 pm

Student Union Ballroom
AEA Credit Union
A.L.Williams
ARA Outdoor World Ltd.
Accountants On Call
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Amdahl Corp.
Apple Computers
Athletic-x -Press
Bearskin Meadow Camp
Bermans
Bisco Industries, Inc.
Black and Decker
California Conservation Corps
California Highway Patrol
California Land Management
Camp Co stanoan
Camping Unlimited
Central YMCA
Chips and Technologies, Inc.
City and County of San Francisco
City of Fremont Leisure Services Dept.
City of Palo Alto Recreation Dept.
City of Santa Clara
Clairol, Inc.
Community Association for Retarded, Inc.
County of Orange/Social Services Agency
Deer Crossing Camp, Inc.
Dow Chemical Co.
Enterprise Leasing Co.
FMC Corp.
Foot Locker
GE Nuclear Energy

Gilroy Foods, Inc.
Great America
Harte-Hanks Potpourri
Harveys Resort Hotel Casino
Hewlett-Packard
Hyatt San Jose
IBM Almaden Research Center
IBM General Products Division
Intel Corp.
Internal Revenue Service
J.C. Penney
Johnson and Johnson/Personal Products
Kmart Apparel Corp.
Kaiser Permanente
Kelly Services
Lab Support, Inc.
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
McDonald’s Accounting Center
McWhorter’s Stationers
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance, Inc.
Moore Business Forms
Mutual of Omaha
NASA-Ames Research Center
National LAbor Relations Board
New United Motors Manufacturing, Inc.
Northern California Nannies
Northern Telecom, Inc.
Nursing Personnel Corp.
O’Connor Hospital
Oakland Police Dept.
Office of the Auditor General

Orange County Sheriff’s Dept.
Orchard Supply Hardware
P.G. and E.
Pacific Bell
Payless Shoe Source
Peterbilt Motors Co.
Price Waterhouse
Red Lion Inn
Reimer Associates
Rollins Chempak, Inc.
Rolm Systems
Safeway Stores
Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital
San Jose Police Dept.
Santa Clara County Probation Dept.
Santa Cruz Seaside Co.
Shane (Trim Down -Fitness) Camp
Sigma Circuits, Inc.
Staff Network
State Farm Insurance Co.
State of California Dept. of Insurance
Tac/Temps, Inc.
Thomas Temporaries
Thrifty Corp.
Touche Ross
U.S. Army Nurse Corps
U.S. Dept. of Labor
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Marshal Service
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
U.S. Postal Service
Western School Portraits

Coordinated by SJSU Career Planning and Placement-924-6010
Services are provided without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, age,
or disability.

